Abstract: Optical vortex beams that carry orbital angular momentum (OAM), also known as OAM modes, have attracted considerable interest in recent years as they can comprise an additional degree of freedom for a variety of advanced classical and quantum optical applications. While canonical methods of OAM mode generation are effective, a method that can simultaneously generate and multiplex OAM modes with low loss and over broad spectral range is still in great demand. Here, via novel design of an optical fiber device referred to as a photonic lantern, where the radial mode index ("m") is neglected, for the first time we demonstrate the simultaneous generation and multiplexing of OAM modes with low loss and over the broadest spectral range to date (550 nm). We further confirm the potential of this approach to preserve the quality of studied OAM modes by fusion splicing the end-facet of the fabricated device to a delivery ring-core fiber (RCF).
novel methods of remote sensing [15] , high-resolution imaging [16, 17] and high-precision optical measurements [18, 19] .
Essential to the applications above is the ability to multiplex OAM modes, i.e., combining multiple OAM modes into a single light beam, with low loss and over a broad range of wavelengths. Multiplexing is possible by using canonical methods to generate OAM modes, such as liquid crystal based spatial light modulators and so-called q-plates [20] [21] [22] , in concert with beam splitters. However, this unavoidably incurs a 1/N loss of power, where N is the number of OAM modes multiplexed. While more advanced methods to generate OAM modes were demonstrated, i.e., direct generation from laser cavities, and micron sized silicon based ring resonators [23] [24] [25] , a major challenge is the ability to multiplex OAM modes with low loss. More recently, it was shown that OAM modes can be multiplexed using multi-plane light conversion and log to polar geometric transformation [26] , however, operating over a limited range of wavelengths. Therefore, there is need of a broadband and low loss method to multiplex OAM modes.
In this work, we report on the first demonstration of an extremely broadband and low loss OAM mode multiplexer/de-multiplexer (MUX/DEMUX). The proposed OAM mode MUX is based on a modified optical device, referred to as a mode selective photonic lantern (MSPL) [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . This new MSPL has an engineered ring-shape refractive index profile, designed to be compatible with well-stablished OAM delivery ring-core fibers (RCFs) [36] [37] [38] . This yields efficient mode coupling to RCFs and low insertion loss. Through simultaneous excitation of the pairs of degenerate LP modes of the MSPL, we can explicitly generate high quality OAM modes with topological charge numbers -up to the second order. Additionally, we demonstrate a proof-of-concept experiment that validates simultaneous multiplexing of multiple orthogonal OAM modes in a single fiber device. This innovative all-fiber device potentially shows low loss with low design complexity; therefore, it is of grand utility in variety of applications in classical, quantum and modern optical studies.
Method

Experimental realization
We exploit the mode-selective behavior of a specialty annular-index MSPL to achieve an allfiber connectorized OAM mode MUX/DEMUX. A detailed fabrication process of a standard MSPL mode MUX/DEMUX has been described elsewhere [27, 39, 40] . Here, we briefly review the main fabrication procedure. A standard MSPL consists of an array of isolated dissimilar few-mode fibers (FMFs) inserted inside a low refractive index capillary. The whole structure is then adiabatically tapered such that the FMF cores reduce in size and nearly disappear. As a result, the FMF cladding becomes the new multimode fiber (MMF) core with the low-index capillary behaving as its cladding. Since the propagation constants of each input FMF are distinct, different modal evolution along the tapered transition is achieved. Hence, the fundamental mode of each input fiber can evolve into one specific mode or mode group combination of the output MMF. If the transition is adiabatic, the modes of the MMF core evolve into the modes of the FMF array, and vice versa.
The scalar modes of a MSPL mode MUX/DEMUX are composed of two vector eigenmodes with different propagation constants [41] , i.e., ( 1) ( 
Design and fabrication of the delivery RCF
The primary aim of using a RCF is to remove the near-degeneracy of the HE and EH vector modes, hence, to suppress inter-mode cross talk and preserve OAM modes along propagation [5, 38] . OAM modes in such fibers are composed of fiber eigenmodes with equal propagation constants ( 1) ( 1) ( ) . According to our simulations using a finite-element mode solver (COMSOL), a maximum separation of the order of 10 EH are obtained.
Results
Demonstration of an annular OAM mode MUX
To efficiently transmitting the OAM modes of the mode generator into a delivery RCF, one should assure high coupling efficiency between the two fiber components. In practice, this can be achieved by appropriately designing the OAM mode MUX to perfectly mode match the delivery RCF, i.e. a ring-core mode MUX. This unique engineered design preserves OAM mode quality while performing fusion splicing between two fiber devices. Besides, it reduces modal dependent loss and device complexity whilst enhancing operational stability and device flexibility.
To fabricate a ring-core OAM mode MUX, we follow the same procedure as for the aforementioned standard MSPL except for replacing the central core by a core-less fluorinedoped fiber. This fiber has a core diameter of 86 μm and a refractive index contrast of −9 × 10 −3 with respect to the background glass in order to form a null intensity profile in the center. This is the key feature of our ring-shaped OAM mode MUX, which leads to exceptionally reliable mode-match, hence, providing low-loss and stable transformation of the OAM modes into the delivery RCF. Figure 3 In order to further corroborating the performance of the fabricated OAM mode MUX, the output mode profiles were calculated using COMSOL. As it is clear from Figs. 3(c)-3(e) , there is an excellent agreement between the experimental results and numerical simulations. The slight variations between the calculated and measured modes are a product of the small geometry deformation of the final fabricated core at the multimode end of the OAM photonic lantern.
Generation and detection of the OAM beams
The schematic representation of the experimental setup used for generation and detection of the OAM modes based on the proposed all-fiber OAM mode MUX is shown in Fig. 4 . A standard single mode fiber at the output of a 1550 nm (or 1000 nm) laser diode is directly spliced onto a 50:50 optical coupler. One port of the 50:50 coupler is used to deliver a reference Gaussian beam to the interferometer to later verify the generation of the OAM beams. The other port of the coupler is spliced to a second 50:50 coupler whose output ports are then spliced to the 11 π ± to generate OAM beams was feasibly and easily provided by using a polarization controller in one arm of the degenerate LP modes, as shown in Fig. 4 . To verify the low loss and stable transmission of the generated OAM modes, we spliced the end facet of the OAM mode MUX into a 1 m long RCF represented in Fig. 2(b) . As mentioned earlier, the core diameter and the ring thickness of the RCF were designed to mode-match the final core size of the OAM mode MUX. The insertion loss of the fabricated mode MUX/DEMUX is found to be less than 3 dB. The high quality OAM modes achieved at the output of the RCF accompanied by high purity spiral phase patterns, prominently indicate the effective generation and stable transmission of the OAM modes into the delivery fiber. Consequently, Fig. 5 confirms the broadband operational range of the fabricated device along at least 550 nm spectral bandwidth (1000 nm-1550 nm). To the best of our knowledge, this is the broadest range of operation of any OAM mode MUX reported so far.
Modal purity measurement
In order to estimate the mode selectivity of the fabricated device, a transmission system is set up, which uses two OAM photonic lanterns as the mode MUX/DEMUX (see Fig. 6 ). A 28 Gbaud dual-polarization, 16-ary quadrature amplitude modulated (16-QAM) signal with 2 17 symbols is generated by using an IQ (in-phase and quadrature) modulator and a polarization MUX. This training signal is split and decorrelated by certain fiber delays to construct five decorrelated training sequences, each of which is then modulated and launched into the RCF. Both 1 km and 1 m (back-to-back) of the RCF are spliced between the two mode MUX/DEMUX for channel estimations individually. As the three mode groups (LP 01 , LP 11a,b and LP 21a,b ) propagate along 1 km RCF at different speed, the crosstalk at the mode MUX/DEMUX can be investigated separately [42] . Whereas, the aggregate mode dependent loss (MDL) of the MUX/DEMUX can be obtained from the back-to-back (1 m) configuration without considering the MDL of the RCF. The least square algorithm is applied for the channel estimation [43] . The training sequences are first constructed digitally according to the decorrelation delays. A multichannel digital coherent receiver captures the received waveforms with the information of the crosstalk arising from the mode MUX/DEMUX and distributed mode coupling along the fiber. The captured waveforms are then resampled to one sample per symbol with the sampling phase and laser phase noise correction. The amplitude of the estimated channel matrix of the transmission system over 1 km RCF is plotted in Fig. 7(a) , where the values between the two polarizations are averaged. The discrete impulses represent the crosstalk either at the mode MUX or DEMUX. As we can see in the element h35 of the channel matrix, the impulse on the left hand side is arriving at the same time as launching LP 11 modes (see the main impulse in h 22 , h 23 , h 32 , h 33 ), which indicates that this impulse corresponds to the crosstalk from LP 21b mode to LP 11b mode at the mode MUX. On the other hand, for the impulse on the right hand side in element h 35 , as it arrives at the same time as the LP 21 modes (see the main impulse in h 44 , h 45 , h 54 , h 55 ), it indicates that this impulse corresponds to the crosstalk from LP 21b modes to LP 11b mode at the mode DEMUX. By applying this analysis across the whole channel matrix and calculating the energy in these discrete impulses, the coupling matrix of both mode MUX and DEMUX can be estimated separately. The results are shown in Fig. 7(b) , demonstrating an average modal purity of >10 dB for all the modes.
Using the same technique, the channel matrix of the back-to-back configuration can also be obtained. Since the MDL between the modes in 1 m of the RCF is very small and can be neglected, by analyzing the eigenvalues of the back-to-back channel matrix, the MDL of the mode MUX/DEMUX is found to be 1.52 dB.
Simultaneous multiplexing of multiple OAM modes
Here, we perform a proof of-concept experiment that validates the idea of multiplexing of two OAM beams (OAM+1 + OAM -2 ). To accomplish this, we split the input laser beam into 4 output divisions to simultaneously excite LP 11a,b (to generate OAM +1 ) and LP 21a,b (to generate OAM -2 ), with the same power ratio. Figures 8(a)-8(d) show the experimental and simulation results achieved by superposition of the two OAM beams, at 1000 nm and 1550 nm, respectively. To verify the charge of the generated OAM beams, interference between the output beam and a reference Gaussian beam is recorded, resulting in the interferograms indicated in Figs 
Summary
To develop a robust, reliable and passive approach to generate and preserve OAM modes, a new class of all fiber OAM mode MUX/DEMUX was presented and experimentally evaluated. The proposed device is a modified 5-mode MSPL with an annular refractive index profile. This engineered photonic lantern breaks the degeneracy of spatial modes in an optical fiber that is associated with "m," i.e., the radial mode number therefore, enables OAM mode generation.
By simultaneously exciting the pairs of degenerate LP modes of the MSPL, we generated OAM modes up to the second order, with different topological charge numbers. The resulting high quality spiral phase patterns achieved from interference of the OAM beams with a reference Gaussian beam, verified generation of high purity OAM modes. Moreover, to indicate the stable and low-loss transmission of the generated OAM modes to a delivery fiber, we fusion spliced the end facet of the OAM mode MUX/DEMUX into a 1 m long RCF with equal structural parameters, and imaged the acquired interference pattern using a CCD camera. Achieving high quality OAM modes at the output of the RCF was successful due to the engineered design of the OAM mode MUX/DEMUX which efficiently mimics the field structure of the OAM modes. The proposed all-fiber OAM mode MUX/DEMUX facilitates generation, multiplexing and transmission of OAM modes in a broad spectral range of at least 550 nm, which can be potentially used in widespread applications from classical optics to quantum physics studies.
